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Abstract 

The clinical data often have limited usefulness because of the 
diversified expression. Chinese clinical data standardization 
can improve the usability of clinical data. The complexity of 
data cleaning and coding for Chinese clinical data prompted 
the turn of low-effective manual coding into the computer-
aided tool. This study established the universal data cleaning 
and coding process and tool for Chinese clinical data stand-
ardization, which can greatly improve human efficiency. The 
process included the preprocessing, text similarity algorithm, 
and manual review. The standardization process proved ef-
fective for the diagnosis, drug, and examination data stand-
ardization task and can be used gradually in other clinical 
domains. The semi-automatic data cleaning and coding can 
reduce the half time for standardization, and it was used in 
hospitals in Beijing. 
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Introduction 

Millions of clinical data are now routinely collected across 

diverse hospitals in China. The utility of clinical data often 

has limited because of the diversified expression of clinical 

texts wrote by different doctors. Many studies contribute to 

moving the format of clinical data to a structured format[1-3], 

but the fundamental barrier to analyzing clinical data is a gap 

in the standardization[4]. Standardizing clinical data with 

controlled or standardized vocabularies (terminologies) can 

improve the quality of clinical data and promote clinical data 

interoperable across different health care systems[5]. 

Standardization of Chinese clinical data is a complex and 

time-consuming process, usually performed by trained cod-

ers. First, the coders remove all duplicate data to reduce the 

workload. Second, the coders select keywords from the clini-

cal data based on experience, then search and conform match-

ing results from the standard dictionary. Because Chinese 

writing has more diverse expressions with a non-word bound-

ary style that means no delimiter to separate a word in texts, 

unlike the English language. It may be necessary to perform 

multiple keyword changes and searches. In addition, coders 

should pay attention to filtering error data and manually de-

lete it. Finally, the codes are matched with the original data. 

The amount of clinical data is growing rapidly in China, while 

the number of coders remains the same. It prompted the 

search for tools that assist manual standardization [6]. A semi-

automatic coding tool can greatly improve efficiency and re-

lieve the insufficient coders where the role of the coders 

would be to check and complete the codes provided by the 

tool[7].  

The novelty and complexity of data cleaning & coding for 

Chinese clinical data present unprecedented challenges for 

the development of semi-automatic schemes and tools. There 

are many data quality problems with raw clinical data, and the 

processing required for clinical data in different domains has 

significant differences[8]. It is necessary to clean data before 

data coding. Some studies developed recommendation sys-

tems offering top k standardization results for given clinical 

data. An online standardization system, Clinical-Coder, aims 

to assign ICD codes to Chinese clinical notes with dilated 

convolutional attention network with an N-gram Matching 

mechanism[9]. Fei Teng et.al developed a cross-textual atten-

tional ICD coding method and applied it in a computer-aid 

coding system[10]. Zhou L et.al use regular expressions (re-

gexps) to establish a practical, automatic ICD-10 coding sys-

tem between diagnosis descriptions[11]. The above tools can 

meet the standardization of clinical data to a certain extent but 

only target a single clinical domain. There is still a lack of a 

universal standardization process and tool. The general steps 

of data coding in different clinical domains can be summa-

rized into a universal standardization process. The process 

can help develop a configurable visualization semi-automatic 

data cleaning & coding tool to accelerate the standardization 

in multiple clinical domains. 

In view of the above situation, a universal process and a semi-

automatic data cleaning & coding tool for Chinese clinical 

data standardization were developed, which can greatly im-

prove human efficiency, and meanwhile accelerate the sec-

ondary use for clinical informatics. 

Methods 

The architecture of the standardization process is shown in 

Figure 1. The Chinese clinical data are cleaned by prepro-

cessing the text. Then, an appropriate text similarity algorithm 

is selected to recommend the standardized results. The stand-

ardized Chinese clinical data are output after the manual re-

view of the recommendation. 

 

Figure 1– The architecture of the standardization process 
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Preprocessing 

Data preprocessing includes five modules, text segmentation, 

data deduplication, error text deletion, irregular text replace-

ment, and symbol processing rules. The semi-automatic tool 

used the five modules and supports manual expansion to pre-

process raw clinical data shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2– The configurable preprocessing in the tool 

Text segmentation 

Chinese texts have no explicit word boundary markers. Text 

segmentation is intercepted by reading in human coding, the 

tool automatically splits the text through rules and adjusts er-

ror results manually with higher efficiency. Many highly ro-

bust rules to sectionize the clinical data into logical parts were 

developed. The segmentation delimiters include “;”, “,”, “@”, 

“.”, “\”, etc. (16 kinds in total). So we can divide a clinical 

text, “ ;  ” into three parts, “ ”, “

” and “ ”, then standardize them separately. 

Data Deduplication 

Deduplication that eliminates duplicate entries of the same in-

formation is very sophisticated[12].  In the preprocessing pro-

cess, only exact match deduplication was processed by the 

simple join operation in SQL or its equivalent. Compared 

with manual deduplication, the tool is more convenient and 

faster with a data deduplication module. 

Error text deletion 

The emergency and busyness for treating patients result in 

some low-quality error texts in clinical data[10]. Error texts 

usually have nothing to do with clinical information but are 

reminders or marks for doctors in the process of treating pa-

tients. Error texts have some meaningless special symbols and 

description, such as “°”, “▲”, “[ ]”([A]), “ ”(Import), “

”(Health check), “ ”(Waiting for Pathol-

ogy) and “ ”(Possible recurrence). Error text dele-

tion needs reading and thinking carefully by experienced cod-

ers that is a time-consuming and inefficient stage in human 

standardization. A symbols and phrase dictionary was devel-

oped to filter and delete the error text and can be manually 

expanded in the process of standardization. Error text deletion 

will gradually become efficient and accurate in the tool with 

the improvement of the dictionary. 

Irregular text replacement 

The emergency and busyness for treating patients result in 

some abbreviations in clinical data[13; 14]. Irregular text re-

placement needs re-enter manually by experienced coders in 

human coding. Some description forms recognized to be in-

correct were changed into normalization automatically 

through rules set that can be continuously supplemented and 

improved during the use of the semi-automatic tool. For ex-

ample, " "(Otitis media R) can be automatically con-

verted into a standardized " "(Right otitis media) 

through the rules set. 

Symbol processing rules 

The raw clinical data use symbols to supplement some de-

tails[15]. The details and symbols are needed to be revised by 

experienced coders in manual coding. The symbol processing 

rules were developed to fast handle different symbols, some 

examples of symbol processing were shown in Table 1. 

Table 1– Examples of symbol processing 

Symbol Raw text After processing 
()  

Osteoarthritis (multiple 

parts) 

 

Multi-site 

osteoarthritis 

“” “ ” 

Left shoulder 

"dislocation" 

 

Left shoulder 

dislocation 

  

Cerebral infarction! 

 

Cerebral infarction 

 1  

1Uterine fibroids [multi-

ple] 

 

Multiple uterine fi-

broids 

{} {

} 

Pigmented facial nevus 

{after laser treatment} 

;

 

Pigmented facial 

nevus;Laser treatment 

 

Text similarity 

Chinese clinical data were turned into Chinese clinical 

phrases through preprocessing. Then the text similarity algo-

rithms were used to standardize Chinese clinical phrases 

shown in Figure 3. The text similarity algorithms imple-

mented in the semi-automatic data cleaning & coding tool 

were introduced as following. 

 

Figure 3– The standardization process of Chinese clinical 
phrases with the text similarity algorithm 

Edit distance 

The edit distance refers to the minimum number of insertions, 

deletions, and substitutions required to transform one string 

into the other[16]. 
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Jaccard coefficient 

The Jaccard coefficient refers to the intersection divided by 

the union of two texts[17]. 

Cosine text similarity 

Cosine text similarity measures the cosine of the angle be-

tween two word vectors[18]. Representations of text such as 

bag-of-words models were used to turn the Chinese clinical 

phrases into word vectors. 

Chinese Phonetic Similarity 

Chinese phonetic similarity algorithms identify words and 

phrases with similar pronunciation[19]. For example, the pro-

nunciation of " " is "toutong" and the pronunciation of "

" is "touteng", which has a strong Chinese Phonetic Sim-

ilarity. 

Tongyici Cilin Similarity 

Tongyici Cilin is a Chinese concept dictionary that is similar 

but small to WordNet[20]. Tongyici Cilin Similarity used the 

coding and structural characteristics of Tongyici Cilin to cal-

culate the distance between two texts. 

Manual review 

It is difficult for the automatic coding algorithm to achieve 

100% accuracy, so in practice, to a certain extent, the tool 

should also have a manual review[21]. The data covered by 

the synonyms dictionary or completely matched does not per-

form the manual review, which is an important step to im-

prove efficiency. The semi-automatic tool can accelerate the 

standardization process by automatically recommending 

standardized results, and ensure the accuracy of standardiza-

tion through manual review shown in Figure 4. The results of 

the manual review will be added to improve the synonym dic-

tionary. The next repeated standardization can execute with-

out manual review. 

 

Figure 4– Manual review in the semi-automatic cleaning & 
coding tool 

Evaluation data 

To evaluate the validity of the proposed universal process and 

semi-automatic data cleaning & coding tool, 1000 diagnosis 

data, 1000 drug data, and 1000 examination data from the 

EMRs of the hospital in Beijing as the test set.  

Results 

The clinical data is very complex, including diagnosis, drugs, 

examination, and other domains. The semi-automatic tool has 

five text similarity algorithms to standardize clinical texts in 

different clinical domains. Five similarity algorithms were 

used in the diagnosis, drug, and examination. In Table 2, it 

was found that the Chinese phonetic similarity algorithm 

was suitable for diagnosis and drug domains, and the edit 

distance performed well in the examination domain. It is pos-

sible that the Jaccard coefficient, Cosine text similarity, and 

Tongyici cilin similarity will achieve better results in some 

other clinical domains such as medical devices, medical de-

partments, etc. 

Table 2– The precision of five text similarity algorithms in 
three different clinical domains 

Text Similarity Diagnosis Drug Examine 
Edit distance 0.694 0.842 0.736 

Jaccard  

coefficient 

0.644 0.546 0.545 

Cosine text  

similarity 

0.632 0.825 0.358 

Chinese Phonetic 

Similarity 

0.814 0.918 0.607 

Tongyici Cilin 

Similarity 

0.305 0.444 0.260 

 

The semi-automatic tool has no way to replace manual stand-

ardization, but it can greatly improve efficiency and reduces 

the time for manual work. The time of the manual coding and 

semi-automatic tool that handle 100 diagnosis data, 1000 drug 

data, and 1000 examination data were compared in Table 3. 

The time unit used for the experiment is seconds. The semi-

automatic tool can reduce the time of manual coding by about 

half. The better the performance of the text similarity algo-

rithm, the less time it takes. 

Table 3– Time comparison between manual and Semi-auto-
matic coding 

 
 

Diagnosis Drug Examine 
Manual Total 2233.31 1519.39 1572.63 

Semi-

automatic 

Preprocessing 1.85 1.74 1.66 

Text 

similarity 
6.99 8.27 7.63 

Manual 

review 
921.35 523.20 1153.02 

Total 930.19 533.21 1162.31 

 

Discussion 

Automatic coding is important because manual coding is ex-

pensive and time-consuming. Although numerous approaches 

have been developed to explore automatic coding, few of 

them have been applied in practice[11]. This study estab-

lished a universal process and a semi-automatic data cleaning 

& coding tool for Chinese clinical data standardization that 

can be used to improve the efficiency of manual coding. The 

tool can reduce the half time for standardization, and it was 

used in hospitals in Beijing. The comparison between the 

amount of time needed for manual and semi-automatic coding 

indicated the effectiveness of the tool-the time needed for 

semi-automatic coding takes nearly 2 times less than manual 

coding.  

Although many studies have focused on automatic coding, we 

want to highlight the following advantages of our study. First, 

the hospital data in Beijing for research to make the tool that 

can be directly applied to practical work. The tool completed 

more than 30,000 standardizations of Chinese clinical data in 
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2 months, which showed high precision and efficiency. Sec-

ond, the accuracy of the tool can be improved by building a 

high-quality synonym dictionary in the standardization pro-

cess. Third, manual work could identify the shortcomings of 

the algorithms and strengthen the rules to improve accuracy. 

Fourth, the existing manual coding was improved to reduce 

workload and improve efficiency by our tool. 

There are also shortcomings in our study. First, only semi-

automation can be achieved and required manual review. Ap-

plying the advanced methods can improve the accuracy grad-

ually, the manual review can be further reduced[22; 23]. Sev-

eral studies based on machine learning approaches, such as 

the support vector machine (SVM)[24], natural language pro-

cessing (NLP)[25; 26], deep transfer learning, etc.[27; 28], 

were proposed to automatic coding. The semi-automatic tool 

needs to combine state-of-the-art automatic coding algo-

rithms to improve tool performance[11]. Second, it is hard to 

determine the appropriate text similarity algorithm in differ-

ent clinical domains or even different data in the same clinical 

domain. Our study included the common diagnosis, drug, and 

examination data. Therefore, in future work, with the com-

plete clinical domains as the goal, the semi-automation tool 

needs to expand the clinical domains constantly.  

Conclusions 

The proposed universal process was well-suited for the diag-

nosis, drug, and examination data standardization task and 

can be used gradually in other clinical domains. The proposed 

semi-automatic data cleaning and coding tool for Chinese 

clinical data standardization is feasible and practical for im-

proving the efficiency of manual standardization and promot-

ing clinical data quality.  

Future work will include (1) clinical data standardization in 

more domains to test and verify the universal standardization 

process; and (2) improve current tool performances to close 

the gap between the tool and manual coding by investigating 

the state-of-the-art text similarity algorithms, addressing the 

accuracy issues in automatic coding. 
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